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This is a guide to the nature, se s, and potential uses csf eight

course goal collections produced through the cooperative efforts of school

districts and intermediate education distric - of three counties in the

inetr..polit=an Portland, Oregon area.

['his Project has as its initial objective the production cif collections

of educa Lional goals (learning out-comes) appropriate for use in management and

planning at all school system levels, and the labeling of these goals with

cones which make their curricular uses apparent and permit their retrieval in

various combinations from a computerized storage system. Its long-range pur-

pose is to help bring consistency to the way school districts develop goal

structure; for instructional planning and evaluation. It provides a non-

prescriptive system of alternatives for the consideration of those seeking to

answe,® for themselves the questions, "What is to be learned?" ; "How to help

students learn it ? "; and 'Has it been learned?" Thus, while the Project is

initially occupied with the production and coding, of "program" and "course"

level goals (over 12,000 have been produced and coded to date), it is also con-

cerned in the long run with the ways these goals are attained and measured. ft

schematic overview of the Project's goals and progress is provided in Figure 1.

These goals and the ways they are being met will be discussed in detail after

a brief

The

,view of the needs to which the project is addressed.

needs the project is designed to meet inctide:

Participation of students, parents, teachers, school boards,
and local community citizens in decisions about what the
schools should teach.

Individualization of instruction.

3. Cross-disciplinary education.

4. Accountability.

5. Long-range planning and systematic control of educational
development.

6. Effective teacher evaluation.

Particiocion of sliunents, pa
citizens in decisions about w

is

,n-s
at t

If this growing movement is to

her school hoard and loca l communi
shoos should teach.

channeled into constructive paths,

necessary that the nature of educational goals be better'understood, and

that the roles of all groups pressing for greater participation be understood

as they relate to the legal responsibilities of state and local boards of
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ohcatl(,n. A p,-ovicling a a road sec alLornntivos for

generating goal statements appropriate and useful at various levels of manage-

ment and participation, it is hoped that the Project will provide an important

reson-ce for improving the effectiveness of these groups in decision making at

all leve4s. Art intensive examination of roles and functions of each group in

generating, reviewing, contributing to,

Projects efforts.

Indivich _ in str`uct ion.

approving goals will be a part of

The desire to treat students more _ individuals in diagnosing and meeting

-rning needs is a long- ' riding interest of educators, but one that has been

frustrated by the apparent organizational and economic constraints under which

schools operatt With the advent of the computer ned the development of Leach-

ing systems and programs based tr, on carefully defined anu detailed senueri

L tract -onal objectives, hope rose anew for individualization of instruction.

Such s tems have largely been failures, however, since they have gained little

or nothing in the economy of individualized instruction while sacrificing the

adaptive and flexible support of the learner by the teacher.

A fortunate by-product of the learning system movement has been the atten-

focused on careful defining of instructional outcomes. A major assumption

of the Tri-county Project is that the production of a type of goal which spool-

.es desired behaviors in a manner suitable for instructional planning without

proscribing Leaching or me.ElurQnleviL methods provides teachers and students with

a resource which they can use to arrive at explicit, accountable statements of

desired learnings. This leaves the teacher and the student free to select the

most appropriate methods of achieving and measuring the chosen outcomes. In

adopting this open, humanistic approach to goal setting, 01,2 Project developers

have taken to heart the words of Oilliam James:

"Teaching is an art; ant Ecences never generate arts
directly out of themselves. intermediary inventive
mind must make the by using - e

William James, LaIKKS t- " 1?§IXSILL'

Cro -disci linary educati

There is probably no concept -in education currently ::,ore abased than "inter-

disciplinary education." Where the goals of subject matter learning are at least

implicit in the textbooks and other materials used by teachers, the goals of

interdisciplinary education do not nave evea that questic-:.able point cf tangible

reference. The Tri-county Project, 'eloping extens:Are coding and retrieval

systems, permits selection of zoals in terms of various combinations o subioct



riv:Lcer gric! and process,

oduc program got -Ls, c IICa pcs aitl values, and inde:: word

tem pr- le:- important cues to interdisciplinary planning.

ToLtLer and career

This coding sys-

The goals being

produced, although they appear in discipline -based collections such as science

social studies, mathematics, music, etc. may be related and grouped through

computer ci by specifying one or more of the seven code parameters. Thus,

for .-ole, a teacher interested in teaching a unit in marine biology is able to

request from these files goals dealing with related concepts in science-, social

studies, language, mathematics, or any other subject field. A detailed discussion

of the seven coding systems which make this interdisciplinary use possible is

provided in the section on "The Coding of the Goals" (page 12).

=ccountability

Perhaps the greatest. need addressed by the Project is for a sound basis

for accountability in education. Accountability has been vastly over-simplified

in the minds of most who have become interested in the concept. Most to

regard accountability as a simple, straight line relationship between the worker

and his superior. Because it exists in an enterprise impinged on by so many

levels of organization and support, accountability in education almost defies

analysis. Accountability has the horizontal elements of management, support,

and instruction, and the vertical elements of federal, state, intermediate,

local systems, and school organization. The aspect of accountability that is

concern of this project is exclusively the horizontal element of educational

goals and the vertical elements of local school systems and schools. It is the

assumption of the project that this aspect of accountability, though it may

operate within state and occasionally federal guidelines, must find its first

really explicit expression at the school system level and that it must undergo

translations at the program (science, social studies, etc.), course (biology,

bookkeeping, or a mini-course), and finally at the classroom or teacher level.

The system of definitions and examples that illustrate this are presented later.

In any event, if systems such as planning-programming-budgeting or even

general concepts such as management by objectives are ever to reach the point

wh6re costs and benefits can be related in any meaningful way, it is essential

to have logically consistent operational definitions of educational goals and

ways to generate and relate them from level to level in a school system. The

Tri-county Project provides such a system of definitions and the tools required

to make them operational.



It the event s of the past tow years h;ive proved anything, it is that the

benefifd of educational experimohtatton and doJetoment under existing condi-

tions are not applicable_ In vi yw ol the million:, of deliat.s that have been

poured into educational devolov1Hut id univeriities And public school systems,

Ibis stateileut is AC host diseouceiting tlowTver, seems evident in view tilt

lu difficulty of defining cum:at:lona! goll ;pat elear, unambiguous,

sfaromcnp r N he abilitv of

di on I '(ii Li to determine the effoctivc-sr of various ihovntions is vitt-Gully

nil. Through the efforts of the rinI1 LL0L ii is hupod to establish 3

of goals so comprehensive that almost nn; deired learning is represented

within Lhat sot. io insure lints, ::LL and added to ou_ch iii

tachers or curriculum piaruif:f =peuiy ieai reptesented in the on-

toil collections. Anv statement :ha admatLed to the collection undergocs

n rigorous process of statement, definition, and coding to insure that its

utility to teachers is equal co nose Airady in die colletton.

Planii aro now beinL; laid to ColHcL and create illustrative evaluative

criteria for each of the .goaK, The presence of these goal-measurewenf

ciiieria dombinatious will that individual teachers will no loagei have

to nLruth1e unaided with statinb educational goals and measurement criteria.

they will only find it necessary to select those goals and criteria suited to

their planning and measurement parposes. The goals they select will have been

formulated by teachers under editorial supervision so that they appear as

teachers themselves would like them represented.

These goal collections will underwrite all curriculum development activi-

ties in the Portland School System within a year or two, and hopefully many

other school districts in the tri-county area, providing a basis for the con-

sistent use and evaluation of those goals. The stability this will provide

educational experimentation is apparent. The power of the goal collections

themselves in promoting good educational planning and the ease and convenience

it affords teachers in that planning is equally evident.

Effective teacher evaluation.

As anyone who has attempted to evaluate .:eaching knows, absence of well-

stated instructional goals has been the chief deterrent to teacher evaluation.

Once the goal collections of the Tr-county Project are complete, any teacher

will have for his subject area an extensive set of well-stated outcomes to use

in selecting and negotiating his responsibilities.
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cul urther, i the teacher is unable to rea ch the goals because of

supoort in the form of supervision, instructional materials, facilities,

or on,! other reason a basis exists for the teacher to evaluate support

services.

i -Count case of Partici ation and u

om the beg the tut stion of the reasons for 6.nd 'nature of LFiP Invoivc-

me di..Nerent agencies and personnel in the Project were among forcmm u con-

of the roject ciesicnc rs. Although the idea for the Project originated in

Department of the Portland Public Schools and the first work.

deir ram goals was done there, it was evident that to launch upon the

uncle kings just described would involve a degree of financial and

personnel support that could not be achieved with the resources available to the

distri t. Involvemenu.of all school districts in the tri-county area appeared

the most logical approach to securing the needed financial and personnel

esaircps. A urtti 6r advantage _a the relatively dense and compact population

of the re ion. intermediate education district offices provided leader-

n11. an services and the excellent teaching staffs of the urban and suburban

scho ,EJ-.tricts offered a fine resource for staffing the numerous committees

roquired for the goal development work.

Cnr -,11. measures were taken to secure highly qualified teachers for the

su7TYmer foal writing projects. All districts in the tri-county area were invited

Lc submit names of teachers who met the criteria the steering committee.

':lest criteria included outstanding teaching record, experience in curriculum

development, experience in writing instructional objectives, thorough knowledge

of ihject matter in the field represented, and ability to work harmoniously in

a pf,roup jest. Teachers nominated were screened by the steering committee

after receiving credentials and samples of work from them.

The selection process was followed by a series of inservice training ses-

r.ions in which practice was given in writing goals of the type desired. These

were hod prior to the summer workshops and Leachers worked under the close

supervis:Lon of subject matter specialists and project personnel.

In the first year support came from the budgets of the Portland School

District, the three intermediate education districts, a small grant from the

ional USOE Office, and a small grant from the Oregon Board of Education.

The secon6 year these sources of funding were continued, but in addition,
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school districts throughout the tri-county area supported their own teachers

who were selected for participation in the project. Through this device,

resources were built from approximately $30,000 in the first year to around

$70,000 the second year.

The State of Oregon has shown keen interest in the Project because of its

potential in management by objectives and the improvement of instruction. It

iv quite possible that once the developmental work has been completed, the

state will assume the maintenance and support of the system.

Content and Form of the Goal

levels of Generalit of Goals Chosen for Develo ent pro =rare and.C©urse.

In public K-12 education there are many levels of interest, resource allo-

cations, and activities. These include: the national educational program,

state school systems, local school districts, clusters of schools, individual

schools, classrooms, individual teacher/student pairings, and individual stu-

dents. r goal statement which is appropriate to the interests, resource allo-

cations, and activities at, say, the level of the state school system is not

appropriate for helping an individual child move forward on a given day.

Four levels of goals will be discussed here. These are system, program,

course, and instructional. For reasons explained later, only the program and

course levels are the immediate concern of the Course Goal Project.

The board of education is responsible for approving statements of purpose

at the system level (level 1). These statements generally reflect the expecta-

tions of the community and the larger societies of the state and nation regarding

the kinds of learning that should result from school experience. The best of

such goal statements:

A. Are sufficiently general to encompass all outcomes within
relatively few statements.

B. Are expressed in terms of learnings serving the dual needs
of the individual and his society.

C Provide clear direction to program planners in establishing
programs and defining curricular goals.

D. Are measurable in terms of broad indicators.

They are employed mainly to inform the citizenry of the broad aims f the schools

and to elicit their financial and political support. The Tri-county Project has

not produced system level goals as yet. It is expected that these will be influ-

enced by the program and course goals produced at the next two lower levels of

generality.
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es of system goals are,

Every child respects the rights of every other child
regarding his possessions, his physical safety, and
the free expression of his ideas.

Every child is able to read and to comprehend what
is read within unavoidable constraints of ability
and physical and mental health.

Every child is able to set goals for himself, formu-
late plans for attaining them, execute his plans, and
evaluate his efforts.

Every child attains that level of self-confidence and
confidence in others required for personal and social
effectiveness in this society.

Every child possesses sufficient knowledge of the facts
and principles of science, technology, government, and
human relations to make effective decisions as a person
and as a member of this society.

Every child is able to communicate with others, both
orally and in writing, in a manner that satisfies his
own need for expression and the requirements of thoal
under whom he may become employed or receive, further
education.

Every child is able to make effective use of the
resources of the school and community in pursuing his
learning interests.

A second level goal is required to elaborate the meaning of each district

level goal, and to` move from the political to the educational domain. Such goals,

which we designate as program level (pals, should he sufficiently comprehensive

to provide for the full implementation of any district goals and should be suffi-

ciently precise to provide a basic reference for formulating the goals of courses

and other units of educational experience. These goals may be chosen and forLeu

lated by curriculum specialists at the district, area, or even school level using

the Goal Development Project alternative program goals as a resource. From 8 to

30 alternative program goals have been produced in each of the eight subject areas

addressed thus far by the Tri-county Project. Pro ram level oals are umed as a

basis for defining the outcomes of an entire area of instruction such as mathema-

tics, language arts, or health education.

Examples of program level goals are:

Students are able to spell all words enjoying common
usage in the English language.

Students are able to employ elements of structure of
the English language appropriately in their oral and
written expression.



Suldenzs are abio employ the conventions of punctu-
ation appropriately in written expression.

Students are able to locate appropriate references in
doing research, to document such references according
to common conventions, and to employ the findings
appropriately in support of a conclusion.

Students are able to reach conclusions based on the
weighing of relevant facts and authoritative opinion,
and shall demonstrate ability to alter conclusions
where new evidence indicates this should be done.

The second level of specification should be sufficiently general as not

to suggest specific grade placement, but as had been stated, specific enough

to provide a sound basis for generating the subgoals of the courses and other

units of educational experience that will comprise the program.

The third level of goal specification provides the basis for organizing

educational experiences within schools to accomplish the program level goals.

In this process, program level goals must undergo both an elaboration of detail

and a differentiation in terms of learning levels. Typically, these will be

the learning goals of courses (high school and departmentalized elementary

schools) and areas of instruction (non-departmentalized or non-graded elementary

schools). These goals may be chosen and formulated using the Goal Development

Project alternative course goals as a resource and the chosen program goals as

a guide. From 750 to 3,500 course goals have been produced in each of the

eight subject matter areas.

Examples of course goals are:

The student knows that rhythm is the primary element
in music that elicits spontaneous physical response.

The student is able to identify, describe, and distin-
guish among rhythmic features in music he hears.

The student is able to construct a metric system for
music.

The student is able to associate meter in music with
meter signature and conducting patterns.

The student is able to devise a system for notating
sound durations.

The student knows the conventional ways music is
rhythmically represented in notation (e.g., accents,
main beats, bar lines, sub-divisions of beats, time
signature, notes and rests, ties).

It is the prerogative and responsibility of the teacher and only the teacher

Lwelaborate from level 3 to level 4, the instructional goal level. It is the

teacher who must create instructional methods appropriate to carry out the plan-

ning done with the help of course goals in such a way as 'oo satisfy the particular
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needs of the children in a given class or school. The very essence of Loathing

is combining a thorough understanding of desired outcc-nos with a perceptive

adaptation of methods to help children of many kinds and conditions achieve

those outcomes. Any teacher who provided a set of course goals should be

able to design instructional goals and select appropriate methods of achieving

them.

Figure 2 is provided to further clarify the different goal levels, and

also to illustrate how they differ from behavioral and performance objectives.

System Goal

Program Goal

Course Goal
(Planning)

P.

L
K.

Instructional
Goal

Behavioral Objec-
tive (Measurement,
diagnosis, in-
struction)

Performance Objec-
tive or Criterion
Referenced Test
Item (Measurement)

Figure

The student is able to communicate with others, both
orally and in writing, in a manner that satisfies his
need for expression and the requirements of those
under whom he may become employed or receive further
education.

The student is able correctly to apply the conventions
of English grammar and usage in speaking and writing.

The student knows that special verb forms exist for
use with singular and plural subjects.

The student is able to use appropriate singular and
plural verbs with singular and plural subjects.

The student knows the singular and plural orms of
the verb "to be" for present and past tenses:

S S

I am We are I was We were
You are You are You were You were
He, she is They are He, she was They were

The student is able to use appropriate singular and
plural forms (present and past tense) of the verb
"to be" with singular and plural subjects in writing
sentences.

Given 20 sentences, ten with plural subjects and
ten with singular subjects, the student will iden-
tify the correct number form of the verb (is, are).

Given 20 sentences, ten with plural subjects and
ten with singular subjects, the student will iden-
tify the correct number form of the verb (is, are)
with at least 90% accuracy.



WritAni;the Goals

The program level goals, as mentioned above, were initially written by

curriculum specialists in each field and were revised by the course goal

developers in the summer workshops. The criteria produced by the project

planners and supervisors to guide the curriculum specialists in producing

program goals are given in Figure 3.

Figure 3

program Coal Criteria

Is the meaning of the goal clear and concise?

a. Is its meaning apparent to the genera-1 public?

b. Do the words used have a common dictionary meaning?

c. Is it parallel in construction with the other goals
in the statement?

d. Is the form consistent?

e. Is it brief and to the point?

2. Is the goal expressed as a learning outcome

a. Does it identify the outcome of the learning rather
than the method used to attain it?

b. Can one identify what the student will be able to
do, know, or value?

c. Are the limits of the desired outcome clear?

d. Does its precision increase with subdivision?

3. Is the goal readily subdivided into goals suitable for course
planning?

a. Ia the meaning of the goal so clear that its component
meanings are readily derived from it?

b. Can subpoints be generated which adequately represent
the total meaning of the program goal?

Can behavioral indicators be identified that are likely to be
agreed upon by professionals, the public, and students as
representing the attainment of the goal?

5. Is the goal an important learning in the opinion of the public,
the professional educator, and the student?

6. Is the goal an important learning in terms of the needs of
society and the learner?

7. Does the totality of progr-m provide a comprehensive
description of all lear:Il_r.g.; _ the program?



ii course goals were written by g, ou ?s of teachers and curriculum special-

ists during summer workshops after intensive (and continued) training in course

goal writing. This work included a review of existing goal writing efforts and

collections. The criteria used by the project planners and supervisors to guide

the course goal developers in producing course goals are given in Figure 4.

Figure 4

-se Goal Criteria.

1. Is the educational outcome stated potentially significant?

2. Does the goal begin with "The student knows.." if it is a
knowledge goal and "The student is able to.." if it is a
process goal?

Is the goal stated in language that is sufficiently clear,
concise, and appropriate? (Can the goal be stated in more
simple language and/or fewer words?)

4. Does the goal deal with a single learning outcome {beware
of "and")?

5 Can learning experiences be easily thought of that would
lead to the goal's achievement?

6. Do curricular options exist for the goal's achievement?
(The goal should be free of implications for method.)

Doesthe goal clearly contribute to the attainment of one
or more of the stated program level goals in its subject
area?

8. Can the goal be identified with an approximate level of
student development?

9. Is the goal stated so that evaluation criteria that indi
cate its attainment can be easily identified?

In producing program and course goals in eight basic K-12 subject matter

areas in accord with the two sets of criteria above, the Tri-county Project was

modifying a course already charted by the work of Bloom, Walbesser, Mager, and

others. In the next section of this report we shall examine the coding systems

developed to make these collections useful to clients with widely divergent

curricular orientatio=ns. In this rcleLivly unchar-,,d .-3.=2a lies the chief

innovative contributions of the Project.

The Codin- of the Coals

As mentioned earlier, seven codi e.s have been developed and applied

to each of the course goals. The n$-.,es o Ctiese codes Babe given in Figure 5.

A sample page of coded goal3 is given in Figure 6.
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The codes serve two purposes. First, they make it possible to retrieve

subsets of goals to user specification. For instance, a subset can be retrieved

containing the primary (or any other level) reading (or any other subject matter

subdivision) goals which deal with the process of decoding (or any other process

or knowledge category). Or, a subset can be generated containing all the goals

in all eight collections (or only same of them) which deal with the concept of

"adaptation" (or any other concept or value coded) at a level appropriate for

high school students (or any other instructional level).

Secondly, the codes help the user understand the curricular dimensions of

a goal he retrieves -- the concepts and values it n.inforces, the type of knowl-

edge or process it represents, and the larger program goals (including career

education program goals) to which it relates.

Figure 5

Course Coal Relationships

Within

Discipline

Codes

1. Subject matter

Instructional level

Program goals

Across

Discipline

Codes

4. Knowledge-process goal types

5. Career education goals

6. Values-concepts

7. Index (key words)

Codes for Within -Disci line Relationships

Three types of coding were designed for retrieval of goals within subject

areas in ways that are useful for instructional planning. These are subject-

matter taxonomy codes, instructional level codes, and codes for the broad pro-

gram goals of the subject disciplines in qUestion.

subject matter The first and last sections from a subject

matter taxonomy are given in Figure 7. The taxonomies of the eight subject

areas were first written by curriculum experts as a framework for guiding

teachers in writing goals, and were revised by the teachers as they produced

the goals. By looking through the taxonomy at the front of one of the eight

printed goal collections, a user can find what topics are covered and turn to
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CCURSE COALS

Pitch

4 6 (7)

e stud en, i no as the conventions used
oenote intensity, highness and low-

ness of pitch (e.g., large to small,
left to right, up and down as in acous-
tical and conventional organization of
tones).

P I

The ont able to disti-,1guish like P I U H
and unlike patterns of pitch in con-
figuration of visual symbols.

The student knows that pitch is indi-
cated by letter names and is repre-
sented on the grand staff by symbols
placed on the lines and/or spaces.

The student knows the function of pitch
27,ymbols used in conjunction with notes
on the grand staff (e.g., clef signs,
lodger-lines, sharps, flats, natural
signs, Sys).

The student knows the functions of
organizational devices in pitch nota-
ion such as key signatures, chord

designations, slurs and clef changes.

The tudenc knows that any pitch may be
iaGicated by various enharmonic pall-

(e.g - Gu E Fu).

,.ern: knows the reasons for a
..orence in enharmonic spelling of a

orLe Z'a musical wri7.ing (e.g., sharps
(romatie scale ,goin.g up, moving

in chord resolutions to a diZ-
-cnt scale degree).

P I U H

I U H

I U II

I U H

K2

K7

is

2a
2b

P33 la

P41 2a

P45. 2b

K1 is

K2 2a

2b

K2 is

K7 2a

2b

K2

K7

K2

is

2a

2b

is

2a

2b

is

2a

2b

1.21

1.21
1.512

1.21

6.12

1.21

6.12

Pitch

(C) Pitch
(C) Symbols

(V1) Aesthetic
perception

Pitch
Symbols

Pitch

Symbols

1.23 (C) Pitch
1.322 (C) Symbols
6.12

1.21
1.321

6.12

1.-_

1.323
6.12

(C) Pitch
(C) Symbols

Pit oh

Symbol

is able to write key sig- I U H P66 _3 (C) Pitch
n.-. _cres, 6cales and primary triads i.n l75 2a 4a 1.522 !_ C) Symbols

Key 410 ' 6.12 (\./1) Mastery-

virtuosty



the topic in which he is interested. Also, a taxonoiny heading may be used

along with one or more of the ocher codes to retrieve subsets of goals from

the computerized system.

Fioure 7

Music Subject Matter Taxonomy

The Elements of Music
1.1 Rhythm

1.11 Duration
1.12 Pulse
1.13 Accent
1.14 Meter
1.15 Tempo
1.16 Augmentation and diminution
1.17 Polyrhythms

1.2 Melody
1.21 Pitch
1.22 Intervals
1.23 Scales

1,3 Texture
1.31 Monophony, polyphony, homophony
1.32 Harmony and tonality

1.321 Intervals
1.322 Chords
1.323 Chord progression
1.324 Cadences
1.325 Modulation

1.33 Polytonality and atonality

6. Creating Music
6.1 Knowledge and process in creativity

6.11 The compositional framLwork
6.12 Composition
6.13 Rehearsal and perfo
6.14 Evaluation

6.15 Other dimensions in creativity

7. The Role of Music in Socieci
7.1 Arts
7.2 Cultures
7.3 Cnreers
7.4 Technology
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8. Valuing and Evaluating Music
8.1 Formulation of musical values

8.11 Affective response
8.12 Aesthetic response

8,2 Bases for comparing different kinds of music
8.3 Bases for judging (evaluating) the worth of music
8.4 Commitment to music

Instructional level. The levels chosen for coding were primary (P), inter-

mediate (I), upper (U), and higher (H). The level code provides the teacher or

curriculum plailner best estimate the writers could make of the level or levels

at which the leart,ng is appropriate. Many times the nature of the goal suggests

continued learning oval' -averal levels, in which ease all those levels are coded.

These level indications 're suggestive only, as it is evident that the appropri-

ate time for learning varies with the interests and abilities of students.

Program level goal. A final code aimed at within-disciplinary relationships

is the subject matter program goal. Recall that this more general type of goal

has been written in each of the subject areas along with the more specific and

numerous course goals. The code numbers of any related program goal are written

beside each course goal to show the broader implications of the goal and to per-

mit the retrieval of any or all course goals that contribute to a given program

goal.

Codes cross-Disc' line Relationshi

Five additional codas were designed for retrieval of goals for interdisci-

plinary planning. They are knowledge-process goal codes; other related taxonomy

codes; career education goal codes; value-concept codes; and index word codes.

Goal_ es - knowledge and process. All goals were roughly classified as

knowledge or process depending upon whether they deal with something that is to

be known something the study is able to do. All

the words, "The student knows.." or "The student is

By providing both knowledge and process course

goals, therefore, begin with

able to.,"

goals, the Teri- county Project

offers alternative learning outcomes of both the traditional meaningful-reception/

content-mastery type and the increasingly important rational thinking process

development type. The increasing need for the latter type of goal is supported

by the following observations: (1) Comprehensive mastery of the facts in any

discipline is impossible since the huge body of the knowledge of man in most

fields is doubling in something less than ten years. the time one knows "the

facts" a new set has emerged. (2) "Established" facts change causing many fact-

bound curricula to become obsolete during the approximately five-year lag between
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their conception and their widespread dissemination. Social mobility and

true cultural pluralism make it increasingly difficult to identify the "impor-

tant" facts. (4) Rapid social change makes it increasingly difficult to use

the needs of students as criteria for selecting important facts since future

needs will be very different from today's needs.

The influence of these factors is more or less according to the nature of

the discipline. the "facts" about the structure of the natural number system

in mathematics are not subject to change. The "facts" about the state of devel

opment of treatments for cancer in health are open to rapid evolution. In all

discipline fields, however, for a given teacher, group of students, and situation

there is a best combination of facts to be remembered and processes to relearned.

By offering both knowledge and process learning outcome alternatiiles, the Tr--

county Project provides a resource for the finding and learning of that combina-

tion.

The familiar knowledge/process distinction is subdivided into twelve knowl-

edge and five basic process categories: communication processes, inquiry-

problem solving processes, production processes, services processes, and human

relations processes. To date the only process category that has undergone

substantial elaboration is the inquiry-problem solving category in which over

seventy sub-elements have been identified under the following headings: aequi

ing information, validating information, organa ine information, interpreting

information, using information to produce new information, acting upon the basis

of information, and communicating information.

These knowledge and inquiry- problem solving process categories are repre-

sented in Tables A and B following. It will be noted that these classifications,

owe a partial debt to earlier researchers: notably, Benjamin Bloom, David

Krathwohl, Robert Glaser, Henry Walbesser, and Ralph Tyler in Education;

Robert Gagn6-and Robert Miller in Psychology; Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner

in Child Development; and others. Major differences appear, however, in the

manner in which the categories are organized and in their content. This is in

large part due to validation and revision from applying our original a priori

categories to 12,000 goals from a variety of areas, Notic for example, that

Lee knowledge categories do not deal with knowledge of generalizations as a

basic category, but rather assume that any goal representing a generalization

must also deal with one or mo e of the basic categorizations. Generalizations

as a class of knowledge are therefore given suporordinate status and divided

into two classes: principles and laws, and simple generalizations. Also,
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notice there is no category of knowledge of specific facts as found in Bl.00m

for we ',lave hec n able to subsume all such goals under the basic ten categories.

New categories not found in Bloom include knowledge of properties, parts,

characteristics, features, elements, dimensions; knowledge of contexts, locations,

orientations; knowledge of operations, methods, functions; knowledge of cau es

and effects including costs and benefits, advantages and disadvantages and knowl-

edge of relationships that are not cause-effect.

Perhaps the most significant departures from Bloom concern the process

categories under problem solving and inquiry. First, the entire taxonomy is

intended to represent standardized or conventional processes of problem solving

and inquiry that can be taught and learned rather than psychological processes

as is the case in Bloom's handbook on the cognitive domain. This difference is

of utmost importance to teachers who have found it difficult to deal with learn-

ing goals within the context of Bloom's taxonomy, because it is not clear how

these descriptors of psychological processes can be treated instructionally.

Table A

Knowledge. categories

G1 Principles and Laws

Simple Generalizations

K1 Conventions: Names and Nomenclature

K2 Conventions: Symbols, Rules, Standardized
Definitions

F3 Properties, Parts, Charactert_
Dimensions

Proces-

Features El nents,

K4 Trends and Sequences

K5 Similarities and Differences, Discriminations, Classi-
fications

K6 Contexts, Locations, and Orientations

K7 Operations, Methods of Dealing with, Functions

K8 Cause and Effect Relationships ( _ts and Benefits)

K9 Criteria or Standards

K10 In Cause-Effect Relationships
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Table B

Inquirygroblem Solving Processes

PI Input Acquiring Information

Pll Viewing
P12 Hearing
P13 Peeling (tactile)
P14 Smelling
P15 Tasting
P16 Using sense extenders

P2 Input
Verif

Insuring Validity and Adequacy

P21 Evaluating authoritativeness of sources
P22 Evaluating logical consistency and accuracy
P23 Evaluating relevance to desired learning purposes
P24 Evaluating adequacy for acting or deciding

(comprehensiveness and depth)

P3 Preprocessing Organizing Information

P31 Labeling, naming, numbering, coding
P32 Recording, listing
P33 Classifying, categorizing, grouping selecting

according to criteria
P34 Ordering, sequencing
P35 Manipulating, arranging, transfox- n_, competing
P36 Estimating
P37 Summarizing, abstracting

P4 Processing.I Interpreting Information (drawing meaning from data)

P41 Decoding verbal and non-verbal symbols
(reading and literal translating)

P42 Inferring, interpolating, extrapolating
P43 Analyzing
P44 AssoCiating, relating, equating
P45 Comparing, contrasting, discriminating
P46 Synthesizing
P47 Testing against standards or criteria
P48 Generalizing.

P5 Processing Using Information to Produce New%info on

P51 Theorizing, predicting
P52 Formulating hypotheses
P53 Testing hypotheses
P54 Revising hypotheses
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P6 -12EL&r I Acting on the Basis of Information

P7 Outp-ut_111

P61 Reacting
P62 Making decisions
P53 Solving problems
P64 Restructuring values (adapting, modifying)
P65 Restructuring behavior (adapting, modifying)
P66 Encoding verbal and non-verbal symbols

prior to communication
P67 Creatirg on the basis of knowledge and prat--

Communicating Information

P71 Vocalizing (non-verbal)
P72 Gesturing, moving
P73 Touching'
P74 Speaking
P75 Writing
P76 Using art media (painting, drawing, sculpting,

constructing, etc.)
P77 Dramatizing
P78 Singing, playing instruments
P7 9 Dancing

The Project is attempting.to define process learnings that can be taught

within the respective categories. We know that many are specific to particular

fields of inquiry and that some, such as the formulation of hypothes, and state-

ments of sound generalizations, are applicable in any field of inquiry. Distipc-

discipline and those thatLions will be made between those that are specific

are of universal character.

Since taxonomies have not been developed for the other main categories

process tentatively identified, no detailed reference will be made here to

communication, production, service, and human relations processes.

At this point the reader may question the reason for the rather detailed

and elabora.:e system of classifying educational outcomes that has evolved during

the Project. We have found that providing teachers with these classification

systems has resulted in a more critical approach to the writing of educational

outcomes. Having written a goal, a teacher in attempting to place it in its

appropriate category may find that its intent is clearly related to one of the

categories but its form of expression does not immediately identify it with

that category. By rewording the goal, the teacher brings the true intent of

the goal into sharper focus, and in almost every instance improves its meaning

and clarity.
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Of interest also has been the developing veto .ition that ge _oJicatioos,

concepts, and values depend upon a wide range of A olearnings and that state-

ment of goals in terms of these broader modes is rno e useful in defining instruc-

tional parameters and long-Loom outcomes than in dcecribing precise, short-term

learning outcomes,

Finally, the value of detailed classifying knowledge and proccs, JDal

D -vides insight into teaching, measurement, and evaluation requirements. Work

has already begun in analyzing types of measurement appropriate for each type

of knowledge goal, as described later in this article. This work will be

extended to process learning as rapidly as resources permit.

Oth er related t no headings_. 'phis coding provided to showoo

that goals, are often rightly classified under more than one category of subject

matter. For example, a course goal coded under economios may be relevant to

some aspect of history. This information is provided by coding the economics

goal with relevant taxonomy number in history. For purposes of computer

retrieval, it is possible to request all goals which deal with a particular

content taxonomy heading, and to extract nor only the goals placed under that

heading, but also all other goals cross-referenced to it wherever they a- _

located in the collection. While this caoability presently 'exists only within

a subject field, it later 'will be provided among subject fields.

Career education rogram_goals. Course goals in all eight subject areas

were coded to a set of career education program goals, Career education,

n individual, includi.

day-to-day living, vocation, avocation, and leisure. Nearly every course goal

bears at least an indirect relationship to career education viewed in that manner.

Only those course goals, however, which have a "direco" relationship to a career

education program goal were coded to that program al.

Any goal that contributes to the sonal and social qualities believed

important to any individual in a career were coded to career education goals

that define these qualities. All skills having direct vocational volues

of course, coded to their related career education goals. This coding is the

first operational resource for the realization of the goal of "integrating

career education and the rest of the curricul_ In addition to the cross -

coding of course goals in subject areas to career education program goals,

course. goals on careers in the subject area were also written where. the goal

developers thought it appropriate. Both approaches to the treatment of carter

education as an integral part of the rest of the curriculum will continue to

envisioned by the coders, encompasses the total 1.

be explored.



onacptaand valuca. Another index highly uaeful for those sucking teach-

in strategics which cut acr -a subject matter linea is the coding to concept:a

and values. Words chosen to characterize values represent constellations of

J2haviora conveniently described by such words. Thus, the word freedom connotes

curtain behaviors associated with the ideal state. Likewise, a word like honesty

characterizes a set of behaviors viewed from a societal perspective charac-

terize an individual as "honest." From an educator's point of view, the only

resources available to help students acquire the desired behavioral, tendencies

arc the knowledge and process learnings of the experiences planned for and with

students.

Viewed from this point of view, it is not possible to teach directly the

value of honesty. It is possible to Leach it through knowledge of the costs

and benefits of behaving in ways regarded by society as representing a state of

"honesty." In addition, the educator can provide the student an opportunity to

behave in these ways and to experience from these behavioral processes the

rewards or punishments associated with these particular acts. So it is with

all value words relating to individual development.

Also important in considering the nature of values is the distinction

between the process of fooling values and values as end products. The curri-

cular and methodological implications of teaching toward values as end products

(inculcation of values) are entirely different from those concerned with decision

making and value formation. 'There the concern is with teaching how to make value

judgments, the learnings sought are pure process and have nothing essentially to

do w'th the nature of values being acquired.

In helping students acquire values, the pedagogue most rely upon teaching

knowledge and skills that have a logical bearing upon these values. Where he

is concerned with the teaching of valuing processes, he must teach such conven-

tional skills as verifying information, relating information to criteria, and

methods of clarifying personal and social values by which the interpretation and

internalization of information can be accomplished. These processes can be

taught within a wide range of subject matt

The distinction between these two ways of viewing and dealing with values

is extremely important from a curricular and instructional point of view. It

seems preferable to some to deal with value formation as process learning rather

than value learning, leaving free and clear the issue of whether or not values

should be taught in the public schools and what these values should be. The

value coding system used in these goal collections makes possible both ways of

dealing with values.
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Is. and distinctions re trdi 11(,;"-L:, an

Are important to an understanding of the way these matters have

ues _Jeri )1resen J

approached in

defining, classifying, and coding goals in the Tr_ county Project. 'or those

interested in using the goals for teaching values as end products, sets of end-

product. value words, personal and societal, were formulated and every one of

the 12,000 goals in the collections is

these values logically might be steer n-6

codes to indicate which, any,

that learntwir, For tho,-

interested in teaching the process of valuing, process goals will be generated

within appropriate inquiry-problem solving categories that are considered useful

in forming values and which may be applied by students in a wide range of personal

and social situations. Concept words have been treated in the same way as value

words representing learning end-products. They have been listed and each of the

12,000 goal8 has been coded to indicate which, if any, of these concepts are con-

tributed to by the learning in question.

Index words. Other useful tools for interdisciplinary planning are the index

words. Although they do not appear on the printed page, they are keyed to each

goal for retrieval in much the way documents are retrieved from the familiar ERIC

retrieval system. Users will have available lists of index words by discipline

and across disciplines.

hoieal combinations of als. Finally, in the printed editions of the

course goals, sets of goals which are logically related have this indicated by

being included inside a bracket at the left margin. This alerts the user to

possible sets and sequences of goals which it may be desirable to use as a unit.

Or anization_of the Project

It is impossible in this limited space to relate in detail the roles played

and the numerous participants involved in the effort to achieve the project goals.

Figure 8 lists the major functions and the main classes of participants for the

school year 1971-72, and shows their interrelationship. A few of the classes of

participants not discussed elsewhere will be singled out here for slieeial brief

comment,

The steering committee is the policy making body of the project. By their

participation they have guaranteed a broad base of support and involvement in the

project so that its outcomes are of potential use to every type of K-12 teaching/

learning environment encountered in America from the most rural to the highly

urban. Besides providing funding and policy direction they have kept constantly

before the project workers the necessity for outcomes of real use to teachers and

for means to make them readily accessible.
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The media specialists reviewed u8 ,ht collections to add

concerning tic relevant print and non-print materials available in each district

to support the learning of each subset of gods. In this way they have repre-

sented the first stage in developing the relation:daps of the goal, to materials

and curriculum.

The State Ron d of Education, through its ad anistrntors and speci lists,

provided financial, moral , and profes iiu lal snpp Flu! possibility in f

explored of having the project'; outcomes mainLaimicd, revised, and disseminated

at the state level once the period of development is complete.

Products they Pr's

t)tne of the major side effects of the Tri-county Project is the development

of training materials for objective-based educational plannine and the evolution

of a core of teachers and others from throughout the Lri-eolinLy are = !avhisti-

cated in the use of goals as a resource for improving the Leaching/ earning

system. En the course of developing the course
, 9 produced so far, extensive

training was undergone by the more than 100 developers and their support personnel

in the course of which the assumptions, definitions, and procedures of the project

were refined and extended.

Diss ination

to the present only limited printings of critique editions of the course

goals have been distributed for criticism and review, and only a pilot version of

the computer retrieval system is oper,tional. During the coming year (1972-73),

the project will concentrate upon developing th leasurement dimension, validating

and revising the goals and codes, and developin, a dissemination system.

Any set of dissemination procedures developed by the project must accord

with its philosophy of nonpreseriptiveness. The project and its products are

passive resources to be used by decision makers to fulfill their responsibilities

more efficiently and effectively. It is envisioned for instance that school sys-

tems will select from the file those goals they subscribe to; that schools within

a system will select those they believe appropriate to the needs of their communi-

ties and students and that teachers will select from their school goals those

they believe appropriate to the interests and abilities of students in their

classes. Each selection will be made with the approval of the next higher echelon

of authority; and once made will constitute the goals for which the school or

teacher assumes responsibility. Nothing in this process is intended to preclude
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statement and use of goals not included in the collection, provided they are

approved by the next higher echelon of authority. The purpose ofpaking the

collection is to ex pose to view a full rangaef_learning_ possibilities seated

well enough to be hel ful to classroom teachers

for students.

The dissemination procedures will include inservice education, seminars for

administrators, slide presentations, written documents, media presentations,

presentations to school boards and presentations to university personnel as well

as distribution of copies of the course goal collections and access through

intermediaries to the computer retrieval system for curriculum developers.

Two key resources in the dissemination process are project representatives

appointed by the superintendents of most of the approximately 70 school districts

in the tri-county area. This group meets bi-monthly and provides liaison and

feedback fr' each district regarding the project. The other important resource

is the 7)any rofessionals who have participated in the project.

Validation the Coals

All course goal collections are first released as critique editions for

limited circulation to teachers and curriculum specialists. After one revision

is wade based on feedback from users, a first edition will be issued and the

resources of the computer retrieval system will be madti available.

An important step in this process is formation of a Review and Revision

Committee in each of the eight subject areas. Each committee will have experts

in the discipline assigned to validate the content of the course goals. In

this way, it is hoped to authenticate the information in the collections and

to eliminate bias.

Continuale and Revision

Updating and revision by the committees will be continual. Since the

course goals are an open-ended collection of alternatives, there will be no

difficulty in continually adding to, deleting from and revising the goals to

make them better reflect the range of learning outcomes any teacher might

strive to attain.

Curricular Imp ications

A general. concept of learning, and hence of curriculum design has been

assumed in the structure and coding of the goal collections. Processes such



as c n aicatt pr lem-so l inquiry, productioon, and human relations are

normally carried out within some kind crf a learning context, and the interaction

of these prni--chses with the learning context produces knowledge and values. The

components of this curriculum design, in terms of goals, are the various process

le o _LWIL4._ that can be developed within the lea ling context under the supervision

of the teacher, and the knowledge and values outcomes that nre desired and will h

will normally govern to a large extent the selection of the learning context.

The following schematic (Fissure 8) illustrates these components and their

rela!:ionships. The learning context in this arrangement is in effect the curri-

culum. ft is the set of structured learning experiences provided by the school,

the{

been

wil

tacker

In most

paid to

produce

or the student himself, under teacher supervision.

curriculum development work in the past, too much attention liar
prescribing the specific learning experiences that it is believed

specified objectives. To fact preoccupation with curriculum has

overshadowed the attention given to defining worthwhile learning, probably to

detriment of both.

iv reversing this emphasis and stressing knowledge of learning outcomes on

the part of the. teacher, it is possible to achieve these advantages: teachers

can employ those methodologies they are most effective in using teachers are

free to select learning experiences that are relevant to the interests of stu-

dents; teachers can encourage students to find their own methodologies for

achieving learning goals; and teachers and students can select learning exper-

iences uniquely available in their own communities and neighborhoods.

Each of these-points has significance when we speak of relevance, cif indi-

vidual learning styles among students, and of individual strengths and differences

among Leachers. All of the above advantages can be lost when curricular exper-

iences are too specifically prescribed.

Measurement Dn 1 ions

'flie accountability movement in education has joined hands with the behavioral

objectives movement and the momentum attained by this alliance has carried it to

the highest levels of state and national policy. The U.S. Office of Education

revision of its manual of chart of accounts and its support of experimental PPBS

programs under the sponsorship of the National Association of School Business

Officials are two illustrations of national level policy attention, and the move-

ment of several state governments towards. state PPBS systems illustrates the

strength of the movement at the state level.
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ure 3

Goal Based Curriculum Model

Inquiry

= _

Problem Solving

Human Relations

Learning Context
(Experience, Curriculum

Knowledge

Values

Areas n which foals currently being defined:

1. Universal inquiry-problem solving processes

Knowledge and discipline related process of communication,
inquiry-problem solving, and production (eight subject
disciplines)

Values (indirectly through coding to knowledge and process
goals thought to have a supporting relationship)

Areas in_which goals yet to lie defined:

4 Universal human relations processes

5. Production processes

6. Service processes
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Althoo the orientation of beginning PPBS programs public schools has

centered on accounting and budgeting practices primarily, a substantial effort

has been mounted in many stares to produce a rational approach Co the use of

goals ant' lives in these systems. In general these efforts have been

unsophisticated and crude. The fact that measurement in education iS still in

a primitive conditioo no doubt plays a large patt in the difficulties now being

experienced by those who work toward educational accountability.

Underlying the problems of measurement and evaluation is the absence of a

properly developed science of goal and objective ormulation in the school sys-

tems of the nation. In the absence of systematic and rational approaches to the

development of desired instructional outcomes of public school programs, it is

not surprising that measurement and evaluation is in its present :Mate because

the validity of measurement and evaluation is totally dependent upon their consist-

ency with the goals and objectives of the educational systems to which they ap,ly

One of the goals of the Tri-county Project is to point the way to a more ration,

theory and practice of goal formulation in the public schools for it is beliewc:

that it will not be possible to develop a system of educational accountability

the absence of this theory and practice.

in the Project there hove been three major directions taken toward rational

measurement. The first is the defining of clear and measurable learning goals.

The second is the development of a hierarchical foal structure that corresponds

to the organizational realities of school systems. And the third is the analysis

of knowiedge and process learning to make clear the dimensions of what can be

learned and the special measurement requirements of each type of learning. The

worl, of developing measurement criteria and techniques will advance much more

rapidly now that this foundation has been laid.

Uses of the Course al Collections

We conclude this guide to the course goal collections with a review of some

of the uses which they can and have been put. This is the crucial test of any

educational research and development project -- can it be used to help students?

School systems may use the collections as a yardstick by which to measure

theadef-oalsand ob'ectives alread: in use. Goals and objectives of

local courses of study and textbooks can be contrasted with the goals in this

collection to see how complete they are and how well they provide for different

interests, abilities, and levels of achievement. They can also be evaluated for

conciseness, clarity, and accuracy using these course goals as models.
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_ kinds of studies can b _e undertaken by teachers from {11 levels

school system (to assure articulation and philosophic unity); across grade levels,

divisions, or high school departments (to assure agreement as to goals and ways

and means of attaining them) or by individual teachers,

A related use of the goals is as a startiappint for reviewing what the

alp to used to u) rt teaehin The .

schools should teach and the ma

logical sequence of discussions about what is important to teach and learn is

to move from broad policy goals to program goals to course goals, with approp

community-board-staff-teacher-student representatiot

ria

3t. each levet The taxol

classifications of this collection can serve as a check on higher order goal formula-

tions, and the goals themselves can function as generators of lower order objectives

and instructional plans.

The Project provides as important resource for improving the quality and

extent of participation of students, parents, teachers, school boards, and other

citizens in deciding the mission of the schools. intensive look at the roles

of each participating group in generating, reviewing, contributing to, and approv-

ing goals will be a future task of the Project.

Another use of the collection is to provide a basis for tcachin, iearnin

accountability. If a school approves all or part of the course goals for its

students, grade level, divisional, or departmental representatives may choose

from them those that are best suited to individual or group aptitudes and

interests.

It is possible for teachers to review goals with each student and contract

for their attainment if a completely individualized program is desired. Or, it

is possible to stake out a set of goals for target groups (regular classes,

special classes, mini-courses, etc.). In any event, the goals themselves are

sufficiently explicit that means of teaching them and of evaluating their attain-

ment can be devised and applied individually or to groups to suit the needs of

teachers and management.

Another use of the collection is the develo mene rs
and curricula. By making curricular options explicit and sharable, the collee-
tion help in the development of new or modified courses of instruction and

the design or redesign of curricular experiences. One important example of

curriculum development fostered by this collection is cross-disciplinary .educa-

tion. This use has-been referred to in detail in the earlier discussion of

"Needs to Which the Project Responds" (See pages 1-6).
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USCb ean be ciLed, buL districts will discover filese. In all ni

the above activities, disi.ricts are InviLed and encouraged to use the collec-

tion selectively and to add their awn goals wherever this collection is

insufficient to their need. '412. hope that where they do add and modify, they

win uz-;o the feedback forms and contribute to the expansion and improvement of

the original collections,

0 the ritie, difions

The first publication of course goal collections as stated earlier, is

in the form ol7 "critique editions," The entire project is developmental and

it was nelieved especially important to recognize the incomplete and perfectable

nature of this first massive effort to define entire subject disciplines in

Lerms of explicit learning goals. At least one major and systematic revision

was viewed as essential to the production of goal collections of the quality

desired to serve the important multiple functions for which they were designed.

To underscore that belief, it should be noted that second-year, first-time

collections are ©f betrer quality than first-year, first-time collections, simply

because of the experience gained by project directors and coordinators the first

year. Also, the theoretical advances niado in developing knowledge and process

classifications and in exploring knowledge-process-value relations (as well as

relationships between learnings in the disciplines and career education goals)

have produced in the second year collections new codings of considerable value

to err rvIum planners. Further developmental work will certainly modify the

form and confenl of future collections.

Feedback from users of the collectionsdllction is an important element in their

continued revision and improvement. We invite and urge you to use the feedback

forms and procedures that are provided for this purpose.

VWD:sw


